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CliftonStrengths for Students Action Items

Achiever Action Items

• Look for internships that will draw on your 
deep reservoir of internal motivation, stamina 
and determination.

• How often do you stop to celebrate your success 
before worrying about what’s next? Remember to 
acknowledge your accomplishments — finishing 
a big project or acing an exam — before you move 
on to the next thing on your long to-do list.

• You are good at simplifying overwhelming projects 
into attainable steps, and that’s a talent many 
groups need. Pay attention to bulletin boards 
around campus, and look for opportunities to join 
teams that need your ability to make complex 
tasks achievable.

• Join groups and clubs with members who have a 
strong work ethic. Working with others who share 
your drive for accomplishment will intensify your 
Achiever talents. You will challenge each other to 
excel and make the group stronger.

• Use your energy as efficiently as possible, and 
take regular study breaks so you can connect 
with others in person. Partner with someone with 
strong Discipline or Focus talents who can help 
you sort through your priorities.

• Intentionally form and nurture friendships with 
students in your classes or residence hall who are 
as driven as you are. These relationships will make 
you feel challenged and alive, and that will bring 
out the best in you.

• You likely have a to-do list for every day, week and 
month. Be careful not to take on too many goals at 
once. You need to be able to sustain your energy 
until you graduate, so try to pace yourself.

• What financial aid will you need this semester? 
How much debt do you have to carry to complete 
your degree? Create an itemized list to manage 
your debt accumulation and personal expenses. 
Every semester, review your financial to-do list to 
figure out if you are on track. Seeing the progress 

you make toward your financial goals over time will 
satisfy your Achiever talents.

• When you are working on a project or studying for 
long periods of time, be sure to take breaks. Get 
up and walk around to recharge. Your inner drive 
may cause you to lose track of time when you are 
working hard. If so, schedule breaks so you don’t 
burn out.

• Even though you may feel like you don’t need as 
much sleep as others, adequate sleep is essential 
to your health and is linked to learning retention 
and cognitive ability. You likely have a lot going 
on in your classes and on your own time. Make 
sure you get enough sleep so you will achieve 
everything on your list and more.

• At the next activity fair on campus, focus on clubs 
and organizations that have the kind of mission and 
values you are drawn to — those with ambitious 
goals or projects and measurable outcomes.

• Make the most of your determination by taking 
on a challenging volunteer opportunity. Explore 
organizations on and off campus that could benefit 
from your intense efforts and that link to your long-
term career goals.

• Your Achiever talents will flourish in roles that 
challenge you and reward your hard work. Look 
for leadership opportunities on campus that 
offer career-related experience or that will add to 
your personal development — as well as bolster 
your résumé.
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Activator Action Items

• Your success hinges on being fully engaged. 
Choose courses that involve hands-on 
activities, lively verbal exchanges and interesting 
experiments. Your academic adviser will be able to 
help you identify dynamic courses.

• You have an ability to spark action and momentum 
in others. Be strategic with your Activator talents. 
Determine the best times, the best places 
and the best people with whom to use your 
valuable influence.

• Consider leading a study group for courses that 
you enjoy. Urge members to share their best ideas. 
Encourage quiet or timid people to explore topics, 
raise questions and contribute to projects.

• People with exceptional Activator talents like to 
jump right in and start, so your best approach 
to career planning is to try out various roles. 
Consider part-time jobs, work-study jobs or 
volunteer opportunities that let you “try on” a 
career that looks interesting to you.

• Look for something you can initiate this semester 
that will lead you closer to your career goals. A 
class, a job, a mentorship — find something that 
moves you forward.

• Encourage your friends and classmates to move 
their thoughts from concept to implementation. 
Whether they are considering taking a difficult 
class, looking for a new apartment or starting a 
relationship — or even if they have a great new 
idea — help them make a decision and start 
moving. Your push for action can inspire others to 
move forward, especially when they feel uncertain.

• Find a mentor with strong Focus, Futuristic, 
Strategic or Analytical talents. Complementary 
partnerships are valuable to everyone, but 
Activators don’t always look before they leap. 
Partnering with people who can add direction and 
planning to your activation may help you build 
consensus, troubleshoot and get the outcomes 
you want.

• Make appointments with professors and teaching 
assistants to confirm expectations, clarify course 
requirements and establish deadlines. This kind 
of planning may feel like a speed bump in your 

rush to get started, but knowing what to expect 
before you activate can save you from a lot of 
trouble later.

• Consider becoming an entrepreneur. Make a list 
of possible businesses you could start, grow and 
sell once they show a profit. You may lose interest 
once an enterprise is so fine-tuned that it runs 
on its own. That’s OK. Lots of people can run a 
business, but Activators have a special ability for 
getting them off the ground.

• Get enough sleep each night to make sure your 
memory and reasoning abilities are fully charged 
for the next day’s classes. If you are not getting 
enough sleep, you may move to action too quickly 
without listening to others and thinking first.

• Volunteer for activities that require more than 
just meetings. Quick starters like you need to see 
results. See if you can get involved in building a 
Habitat for Humanity house, being a Big Brother 
or Big Sister, acting in community theater 
productions, leading nature walks, raising funds for 
worthwhile causes, or coaching a youth team.

• Be the change agent for a stalled project in the 
clubs or organizations you belong to. Study the 
original action plan, and determine why the team 
lost momentum. Convince group members that 
they can put the project back on course. You could 
even recruit energetic friends to help implement 
the new initiative.

• Run for office in campus government. You can 
probably think of a lot of things that would 
improve your school, and you have the drive 
to get the ball rolling. Recruit friends to help 
you campaign.

• Join clubs and try out for athletic teams with 
jam-packed rosters or events. Avoid groups 
that have a reputation for meeting a lot but not 
accomplishing much.
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Adaptability Action Items

• Calm yourself before a stressful exam with 
positive self-talk. You’ve probably dealt with 
unwelcome surprises on tests before and done 
well. Recall your positive personal history, and 
embrace your ability to expect the unexpected 
to prep yourself for big tests, presentations 
or interviews.

• As you think about your major and your future 
career, avoid jobs or areas that demand a lot 
of structure and predictability. These roles may 
quickly frustrate you, make you feel inadequate 
and stifle your independence.

• Meet with a career counselor to look for an 
internship that requires flexibility. Many people 
need and rely on routine, but you are comfortable 
with rapid change. Capitalize on your ability to 
monitor and adjust. Your Adaptability talents could 
be a huge asset to many organizations.

• Surround yourself with individuals who, like 
you, pause to take in the world’s beauty as it 
appears. Spending time with people who are 
willing to put aside what they are doing to watch 
a sunset or listen to the rain will invigorate your 
Adaptability talents.

• You are a co-traveler on the road of life. Your lack 
of a personal agenda helps others trust that you 
are truly there to participate with, rather than 
manipulate, them. Ask your roommates and friends 
questions about where they want to go in life, and 
help them get there. They will know that you are 
genuinely on their side.

• Look for a mentor to help you with planning. 
Someone with strong Focus or Strategic talents 
can help you shape your long-term career 
goals, leaving you to excel at dealing with your 
day-to-day intentions.

• You are comfortable with change, and you can 
provide stability for those who don’t cope as well. 
Encourage your friends and family to talk to you 
when they have to modify or scrap their plans 
altogether. Listen closely and ask questions so you 
can help guide them through these changes.

• Avoid making impulse purchases. Ask yourself 
whether something is a “want” or a “need.” If you 
can’t tell which it is, take a walk around the block 
before you spend your money. A little time and 
perspective can help you make better choices.

• While you easily adjust to change, sometimes 
circumstances will require you to ride out a storm 
and keep your vision on long-term goals. When 
that happens, partner with friends or professors 
who have strong Futuristic, Maximizer or Discipline 
talents. They can keep you from making changes 
too quickly when you need to focus on the future.

• Explore fitness classes that are demanding but 
not stressful. You will be at your best in classes 
with people who have different fitness levels all 
seeking to improve in their own way. A yoga class 
may be just the thing for you. It’s great for stress 
relief, there are a variety of different poses, you 
improve at your own pace and it focuses on living 
in the moment.

• Encourage a group of your friends to plan weekend 
outings together. Take turns picking the activity. 
You will love the variety of adventures, and you 
and your friends might get more exercise than 
you realize.

• Consider participating in extemporaneous speech 
tournaments or improvisational theater. Play to 
your ability to capitalize on each moment.

• Be thankful that you can balance your academic 
demands with your social commitments, 
extracurricular activities and job. Think about all the 
different requests on your time that you managed 
last week and the progress you made. Do you have 
any tips you could share with your friends?

• You live in the moment and don’t mind 
modifications to existing plans as much as some 
people do. How can you help your peers who 
struggle with accepting change? Explain the 
benefits of letting go of an original plan to try a 
new one to help them understand the reasons for 
and advantages of the change.
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Analytical Action Items

• What is the difference between when you are 
academically successful and when you’re not? 
Evaluate your study habits, note taking, listening, 
capacity for asking questions and reading 
comprehension. Your analysis will sharpen your 
studying techniques so you can improve your odds 
for future success.

• Analyze and record your thoughts as you read 
and study. Ask: What is missing here? What 
questions should the author have answered? 
What biases are evident and not so evident? 
Using your natural tendency to scrutinize and 
investigate will help you comprehend what you 
are studying.

• Data and evidence are a source of security for 
you. If the research backs it, then you are willing 
to accept a plan and its consequences. Carefully 
examine your options in all areas of your life. Your 
deep analysis of what is possible — or not — will 
make you more confident about your future.

• You tend to break things down into their 
component parts. Stretch your Analytical talents 
by thinking about how someone older than 
you would interpret the same set of facts — or 
someone younger than you or from a different 
cultural, ethnic, religious, socio-economic or 
racial background.

• Interview people who are in careers that interest 
you. One hallmark of Analytical talents is the 
quality of your questions. Put your talent to ask 
smart questions to good use when selecting 
a career.

• You automatically uncover what’s real, true and 
honest. Your friends and family will count on 
you to be the “truth finder” when information or 
circumstances conflict or confuse. Think of your 
Analytical talents as one way you can support 
others, and don’t wait for them to ask for help.

• Your mind is constantly working and producing 
insightful analysis. Are your friends and 
classmates aware of that? Find the best way 
to express your thoughts: writing, one-on-one 
conversations or group discussions. Put value to 
your thoughts by communicating them.

• Your natural skepticism and need to see the 
evidence can lead you into lively debates 
that are part of your process for becoming 
convinced. However, not everyone enjoys 
debating issues as much as you do. Team up 
with friends or classmates who are exceptionally 
talented in Relator, Empathy or Communication, 
for instance, so that others understand you are 
critiquing ideas and not the people who have 
the ideas.

• Identify your biases before taking sides on an 
issue. Evaluate your own thinking before you 
challenge others.

• Guidance can be mutual. Collaborate with people 
who have strong Activator talents. You can help 
them make wise, considered decisions. They can 
help you turn your analysis into action.

• Make sense of the complexities of life by 
objectively talking through the pros and cons of 
the decisions you make. When you bring reason 
and objectivity to emotional situations, you can 
find solutions and reduce stress.

• Create a workout plan for yourself. Research 
different exercises, and take note of what 
muscles you are using for each one. Recording 
the connections between effort and results will 
help you come up with the most logical way to go 
about your routine. Then ask a personal trainer 
for feedback about your ideas and how you can 
improve them.

• Consider joining the debate team or taking 
classes that include pro and con discussions 
about issues that matter to you. To prepare for 
each debate and clarify your position, examine 
data, collect facts and read about the issue. Try 
to anticipate problems. Fully research both sides 
of the issue, and prepare logical arguments from 
both perspectives.

• When friends tell you about their problems, you 
may have the immediate urge to try to solve them. 
But sometimes your friends may just want you 
to listen. Respect their need to share without 
analysis. Remember that if they want your help 
coming up with solutions, they will ask for it.
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Arranger Action Items

• Prioritize your studies. Identify the most important 
tasks based on deadlines, percentage of final 
grade and difficulty. You will likely be able to 
concentrate better and study more effectively 
when you have arranged your classwork in the 
most productive way.

• Your mental juggling is instinctive, but some people 
might find it difficult to break with the status quo. 
Give your professors, friends and classmates time 
to understand your way of doing things when you 
present it to them.

• There is an inherent flexibility in your Arranger 
talents, so your ability to deal with many things at 
once might be most advantageous in stressful or 
chaotic situations. Visit the career center to look 
for internships that require multitasking and that 
can be relatively unpredictable.

• Organize routine activities, trips and parties for 
your residence hall, fraternity or sorority. Consider 
off-campus venues that let you take advantage of 
the discounts that come with your student ID. You 
will enjoy arranging details and schedules, and you 
and your friends will save money while having fun. 
Partner with someone with strong Ideation talents 
to make the events even more fun and creative.

• Do you schedule study breaks to clear your mind? 
Consider blocking off time to make phone calls, to 
meet with your friends, to go for a walk or to hit a 
workout class.

• Visit with your academic adviser to find a mentor 
who is interactive as well as collaborative. A 
dynamic relationship will help your talents flourish 
and grow.

• Read all of your degree requirements before 
enrolling in classes each semester. Are you on 
the most financially efficient path to completing 
your degree? Meet with your adviser to ask 
questions and make sure that your plan is the 
most cost-effective way to get your degree.

• Even the best exercise routines can be more 
efficient. If you already have a workout routine, 
use your Arranger talents to find new exercises 
that will not only challenge you but give you more 
streamlined results. If you don’t have a workout 
plan, talk with the campus trainer about creating a 
routine that would be most effective for you.

• Being a student involves juggling multiple realities, 
which is likely easier for you than for others. Make 
the most of your natural flexibility and talent to 
cope with unpredictable circumstances to alleviate 
mental stress. Offer to help your classmates and 
friends as well.

• What activities, clubs or organizations are 
you involved in? Managing constant change 
is exhausting for a lot of people, but you get a 
kick out of it. Think about how you can use this 
valuable asset to help the groups you are in 
become more efficient and effective. Make a 
list of all the variables you need to manage, and 
volunteer to be the coordinator for the group.

• Get involved on campus or in your community, 
and stay busy. Explore community service 
opportunities where you could help arrange 
routine activities, special events or projects.

• Mix and match the talents, knowledge, skill and 
experience of your classmates to launch a new 
group project. Use your natural talent to arrange 
people and align priorities to create maximum 
efficiency, and be sure to explain your reasoning so 
others don’t think you are trying to be controlling.

• You will thrive when your Arranger talents are 
energized, and you will suffer when they are bored. 
Look for résumé-building opportunities that will 
motivate you and allow your talent to manage 
complex situations to flourish.
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Belief Action Items

• Write an academic mission statement for yourself 
that integrates your core values — for example, 
leaving the world better than you found it, curing 
cancer, ending violence or affirming the dignity of 
each human being.

• Form a study group of other students with whom 
you share one or more important belief. Ask your 
study partners to describe how their fundamental 
principles contribute to their success in school.

• How can you weave your core values into routine 
classroom assignments? Try to research, write and 
speak about topics directly related to your beliefs.

• Choose courses taught by professors who are 
known for their strong beliefs, even when their 
values clash with yours. Learning about the 
beliefs of others can help you refine your own. 
Take the time to listen to those who see the world 
differently than you do.

• Think about your “calling.” Once you have 
articulated your mission, seek more information at 
the career center on work that can help you fulfill 
it. Or look for clubs on campus that align with your 
purpose and objectives.

• Ask your friends and roommates to tell you 
when your passion inspires them and when it 
overwhelms them. Sometimes you might reveal 
your values through your actions and without 
words. Maintain an ongoing dialogue to ensure 
that you are understood and understanding. 
People who meet you for the first time may not 
understand where your intensity is coming from.

• Make sure that you are balancing your educational 
demands and your personal life. Your devotion to 
your studies should not come at the expense of 
your strong commitment to your family and friends 
— and vice versa.

• Don’t be afraid to give voice to your beliefs in 
class or in social situations. Sharing your outlook 
on life will help others know who you are, where 
you stand and how to relate to you. New friends 
and classmates will also come to learn that they 
can depend on you.

• Find a mentor, or become a mentor. A mentoring 
relationship can give you valuable insight into the 
fit between who you are and what you were meant 
to do with your life. These insights can increase the 
chances for your behaviors, decisions and beliefs 
to remain congruent throughout your life.

• Collaborate with friends or classmates who have 
strong Futuristic talents. These partners can 
energize you by painting a vivid picture of the 
direction in which your values will lead.

• Debate an issue like “Money is the true source of 
happiness.” Explore your Belief talents by arguing 
for and against this proposition. Ask yourself, “How 
did I strengthen my position when I incorporated 
my beliefs into the argument? How did I weaken my 
position when I had to defend the opposing point 
of view?” Think about how it feels to see things 
from another perspective.

• Consider running for student government. Build 
your campaign platform on values-oriented issues 
that matter greatly to you. A friend with strong 
Analytical or Communication talents can help you 
craft campaign materials and speeches to inform 
potential voters of what you stand for and why.

• Environments that are a good fit with your 
mission and beliefs will bring out your best. 
Look for opportunities to volunteer or intern 
with companies and organizations that exhibit a 
strong sense of mission. In particular, think about 
organizations that define their purpose by the 
contribution they make to society.
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Command Action Items

• What probing and pointed questions can you ask 
in class discussions and lectures? Realize that 
your questioning mind accelerates your learning, 
and when you ask a question rather than make a 
statement, others can learn as well.

• Take charge of your college education. Play the 
lead role in shaping your degree or certification 
plan. Make sure to confirm your strategy with your 
adviser, professors and mentors.

• When choosing your major, think about how 
you can use your Command talents to make a 
difference in the lives of others. Research the fields 
and organizations that would benefit most from 
your candid words and strong values. Consider 
your impact on the future.

• You don’t need to confront all obstacles that come 
your way; there are some you can circumvent. 
Find a mentor with strong Woo, Strategic or 
Empathy talents. This person can help you identify 
and bypass unnecessary hurdles that can slow 
you down.

• Sometimes others see the tough exterior of 
your Command talents and assume it’s an 
impenetrable shell. But healthy relationships 
depend on mutual trust and openness. Share 
your pain and struggles with friends and family. 
Letting others see vulnerabilities that your 
Command talents may disguise gives them 
equal power in the relationship and shows that 
you’re trustworthy.

• How do your classmates and roommates react 
when your Command talents are in full force? Ask 
them for feedback about how others perceive you. 
Use your powerful demeanor to clarify rather than 
intimidate. While your words flow naturally and 
confidently, sometimes your Command talents are 
most effective when you ask questions and allow 
others time to think.

• Study your mannerisms, vocal tone and content 
of your messages when you talk with authority 
figures. Identify how you present yourself as 
someone who deserves their time and attention. 
How do you show them that you’re a person 

of integrity whom they can trust? Ask them for 
feedback about what you see in yourself.

• Because you are comfortable bringing to light 
what others often avoid or don’t say, you are good 
at resolving conflicts and misunderstandings. You 
have likely helped settle disputes between your 
friends or roommates. Appreciate the power of 
your ability to “clear the air” for others.

• Always go to class — not only because you’re 
paying for it, but because you want to be heard. 
Use your Command talents to initiate great 
discussions and interactions. You can help 
everyone in class learn more by bringing out 
others’ voices.

• You probably take pride in your ability to use the 
right words at the right time. But when you are 
stressed and your mind is racing, words don’t 
always come out the right way. When you feel 
overwhelmed by school or other obligations, 
try exercising. A daily workout can clear your 
mind, reduce stress and help you articulate 
your thoughts.

• Is there a group on campus that needs help raising 
money for school projects? Use your Command 
talents to figure out how to get others to contribute 
to the group’s cause.

• Participate in activities and classes that require 
you to persuade people to embrace your ideas, 
plans, solutions or philosophies. Talents become 
strengths when they have a foundation of skills 
and knowledge, and “selling” an idea is a great way 
to get the skills and knowledge you need to turn 
your Command talents into a strength.

• Consider running for a leadership position, like 
a representative for your student government, 
multicultural organization or residence hall 
council. Partner with people who have exceptional 
talents in themes such as Ideation and Strategic. 
They can help you see the big picture and 
become even more persuasive.

• Start a student group on campus that aligns 
with your personal mission. Use your powerful, 
inspirational words to get others to join. Talk about 
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why the group’s mission is important. Your emotion 
can motivate others to rise to the occasion and 
contribute their own time and talents. They may be 
counting on you to give voice to the passions that 
surround the cause.

• Explore your career options by trying out various 
volunteer roles. Your Command talents are likely 
to flourish in jobs that regularly deal with crises or 
rapid decision-making.
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Communication Action Items

• How do you capture your audience’s interest? Try 
telling stories that clarify an idea, theory, scientific 
law, philosophical point or ethical quandary. 
Entertain your study group with anecdotes that 
make math, history, science, languages or the arts 
come alive in their minds. Your lively stories will 
help them learn and retain what they study.

• When you’re presenting in class, pay close 
attention to your classmates and professor. Watch 
their reactions to each part of your presentation. 
You will notice that some areas are especially 
engaging. Afterward, identify the moments that 
really caught the audience’s attention. Draft your 
next presentation around these highlights.

• Which of your professors are good listeners? 
Meet with them several times throughout the 
term, and take advantage of the fact that they 
expect you to do most of the talking. You crave 
the undivided attention good listeners provide, 
and these conversations will energize your 
Communication talents.

• When you were engaged in conversation today, 
did you notice how people reacted to what you 
said? Did you capture their attention or get them 
to laugh? Use your Communication talents to 
draw others in, especially those who are new to 
a group.

• What are your friends’ and roommates’ values, 
philosophical views, goals, pet peeves and 
opinions? Learn more about each other to deepen 
your relationships. Use your gift for words to 
ask the perfect questions to get them talking 
about themselves.

• Some people think before they speak, and others 
think while they speak. You’re probably among 
the latter — you think out loud to process your 
ideas with others. Look for friends, professors or 
classmates to be the audience you need to talk 
things through.

• Find a friend or mentor with a lot of Empathy talent. 
This person can remind you to consider others’ 
feelings when you are talking with them, which 
will make you a more thoughtful and effective 

conversationalist. Practice active listening to show 
others that their opinions matter to you.

• You have the talent to find words for people’s 
emotions — sometimes words they cannot find 
themselves. Pinpoint the key issues your friends or 
classmates are trying to communicate and the joys 
or struggles they want to convey. Then give voice 
to those feelings. Helping others find the words 
to express and process their own emotions is a 
powerful way to support them.

• If you enjoy writing, consider joining the school 
newspaper staff. If you enjoy public speaking, 
enroll in classes that require presentations. You 
delight in sharing your thoughts with others, so 
find the medium that best fits your voice and 
message. Your Communication talents will help 
you find just the right way to frame your ideas and 
state your case.

• Audition for plays even if you are not a theater 
major. Acting will teach you new ways to use your 
words, nonverbal communication and movement. 
All these novel ways to communicate will refine 
your thoughts and help you tell your stories.

• Consider becoming the spokesperson for an 
organization, club, nonprofit or product. Using 
your Communication talents to publicly represent 
something you believe in might open doors for 
future careers.

• Find leaders or professors on campus whom 
you admire for their ability to draw people in 
with their words. Ask them for a leadership role 
in their class or group. Pay attention to their 
communication style — the words they choose, 
their timing and their expressions. Not only will 
leadership experience look good on your résumé, 
but you will enjoy learning from these leaders’ 
powerful messages.

• Volunteer at local organizations with missions that 
align with your values and that allow for significant 
social interaction. You are at your best when you 
can process your thoughts verbally with others. 
You may also learn better with others than you 
do alone.
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Competition Action Items

• Identify a high-achieving person or people against 
whom you can measure your own achievement — 
a classmate, teammate or someone you admire. 
You need measurement to know if you are winning. 
And finding others to compare yourself with is the 
first step.

• What are your most meaningful academic goals? 
Design a system to keep track of your progress 
on reaching them. Measuring your achievement 
will motivate you to reach the highest levels of 
productivity, mastery and quality.

• Clarify how professors weight class participation, 
final exams, presentations, laboratory experiments 
and research projects. Continuously monitor 
your grades and class standing. You will be more 
engaged in your classes when you know the score.

• Do you prefer to compete as an individual or as 
a team member? Do you want to share control 
of final results, or do you want to be the only one 
in control? Select an internship that matches 
your preferences.

• Explore different professions at the campus career 
center. Then compare yourself to people who are 
successful in the fields that interest you. What 
do they have that you don’t — education, skills, 
experience? Figure out what you need to be just 
as successful as they are so when you choose 
your career, you will already have a plan to win.

• Help your roommates and classmates understand 
that you are hardwired to have the last word in 
casual conversations, classroom discussions or 
formal debates. Ask them to kindly remind you 
when it’s time to pause, listen and respect what 
others are saying.

• Engage fellow competitors in your residence hall in 
a fun weekly competition. By taking on a challenge 
together, you can create lasting connections 
based on mutual interests and a shared reprieve 
from the pressures of college.

• Build a partnership with someone on campus who 
has strong Strategic talents. Strategic partners 
can increase your odds for success by helping you 
think through options and obstacles that could get 
in your way — and help you plot a path to victory.

• Invite someone you like to compete against to go 
with you to a fitness class or on a hike. Set goals, 
and compete with each other to see who can 
reach them first. You will enjoy the friendly rivalry 
and get a workout as well.

• Design some mental strategies that can help you 
deal with a loss. Armed with these strategies, 
you will be able to move on to the next challenge 
more quickly. Consider meditation, yoga, 
journaling and mindfulness.

• Play competitive sports. Risk being a walk-on 
player to earn a spot on an athletic team. Find 
a university club or intramural team if you want 
to compete at a different level. Participating in 
sports has many benefits: It’s a great way to get 
exercise, you’ll meet new people and you get a 
chance to compete — and win.

• Run for leadership positions such as a seat on the 
student senate, class president, club officer or 
sorority/fraternity chair. Campaign to win.

• A winning or successful team creates contagious 
confidence. How can you help people in the clubs 
or organizations you belong to be their best? 
Align team members so that they’re building on 
their strengths; this gives them the best possible 
chance for success and confidence. And when 
they win, you win.

• Remember that not everyone assigns the same 
emotional intensity to every activity like you do. 
Make sure to demonstrate that you accept and 
respect other people’s reasons for being involved.
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CliftonStrengths for Students Action Items 

Connectedness Action Items

• Look for links between your coursework and 
your contribution to the human family now and 
in the future. Ask yourself what life lessons you 
are supposed to learn through your studies and 
the challenges they present. What is as — or 
more — important as passing a test or getting a 
good grade?

• What is your mission in life? Share this calling with 
your friends, and ask them what their purpose is. 
These stimulating and inspiring conversations 
might help other people see connections in 
their own lives and can renew your own sense 
of purpose.

• Use service-learning opportunities to explore 
possible careers that interest you. For example, 
spend your summers volunteering for humanitarian 
causes to determine the best fit for your talents.

• Talk with your mentor about the connections 
you see between your classes, your major, your 
values and your mission. A mentor — whether 
an instructor, coach or career adviser — can be 
a valuable sounding board as you articulate the 
synergy that you see so naturally.

• Explain to your roommates and friends how 
and why you can remain calm in the midst of 
uncertainty. How do they react to ambiguity 
— in classwork, relationships or dealing with 
professors? When life isn’t black and white, use 
your confidence that everything will work out to 
help those who are struggling.

• Don’t spend too much time trying to persuade 
others to have the same holistic worldview that you 
do. You see the world as a linked web. Your sense 
of connection is intuitive. If others don’t share your 
intuition, you will most likely not convince them to.

• It may surprise you when others don’t see 
the connections you do. Try to explain the 
interrelatedness you are so sure of to your friends 
and classmates. Challenge them to think in new 
ways and broaden their worldview. Ask them to 
think about how they could take their talent to a 
new level by applying it somewhere new or how 
they might partner with someone they see as 
much different from themselves.

• Look for friends with strong Communication 
talents. They can help you find the words you need 
to describe vivid examples of connection in the 
real world. What you may feel, they can describe.

• Help your friends and classmates see the 
connections between their talents, their actions, 
their mission and the success of a larger group. 
When people believe in what they’re doing and 
feel like part of something bigger, they will be 
more committed to the overall cause.

• You are aware of the boundaries and borders 
that organizational structure can impose, but 
you treat them as seamless and fluid. Use your 
Connectedness talents to break down walls that 
prevent knowledge sharing across clubs, groups 
and organizations on campus. Encourage different 
groups to work together for their shared goals.

• Consider developing the mission statement for 
an organization or club. You naturally feel like you 
are part of something larger than yourself, and 
contributing to an overall statement or goal might 
be very rewarding for you.

• Values can be a strong foundation when you 
share them with others. If values are integral to 
your relationship with another person or group, 
your natural confidence and assurance may be 
crucial in times of uncertainty or fear. Be ready 
to reach out when you notice that others need 
your support.

• Join clubs or volunteer at organizations that 
will allow you to incorporate your need to serve 
people. Religious, environmental, political, social — 
whatever the purpose, being involved with groups 
that share your values will give you the deep sense 
of meaning that is so important to you.
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CliftonStrengths for Students Action Items 

Consistency Action Items

• What do you need to do to earn the grade you 
want in each class? Set up and adhere to a study 
routine. You excel when your life has a rhythm to it.

• When considering different internships, try to 
find companies that have clearly established 
regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines. 
You are likely to feel more comfortable, effective 
and efficient in structured environments than you 
would in less controlled settings.

• Talk to your friends and roommates about your 
need for uniformity, but don’t make it all about you. 
Verbalize why fairness and following rules are so 
important to you — then listen. People have their 
own needs, and it’s only fair to compromise if you 
have different opinions.

• Being able to predict how another person will 
act — and react — helps you confidently plot the 
course for a relationship. Think about how your 
Consistency talents influence your relationships 
with others. Are you always there in times of need? 
Do you consistently show compassion and caring?

• Make friends with someone in your residence hall 
who has powerful Individualization talents. This 
person can remind you when it’s appropriate and 
important to accommodate individual differences.

• Cultivate a reputation around campus for 
acknowledging people who deserve credit. 
Become the conscience of your classes or of 
the organizations or groups you belong to. You 
will naturally make sure that any praise is genuine 
— and that those who truly contributed get 
the recognition.

• Use your Consistency talents now to develop rules, 
policies and procedures that will remain with you 
throughout your life.

• You are naturally aware of when things are out 
of balance, and you can quickly restore stability. 
Once you figure out the best way to find balance, 
keep doing it — especially when you are in a 
stressful situation.

• Referee intramural athletic events, or help create 
policies in your residence hall. Applying the same 
rules to everyone brings out your best.

• In the clubs or organizations you belong to, 
keep your focus on others’ performance. Your 
Consistency talents might occasionally lead you 
to overemphasize how others get work done and 
ignore what they get done.

• You are a watchdog for social justice. Consider 
joining groups on campus or in your community 
that focus on equality and human rights issues. 
You might have the unique ability to push your 
cause forward while at the same time practicing 
restraint. Help guide your group patiently, and be 
careful about forcing change too quickly.

• Structured, predictable, detail-oriented 
environments are likely to appeal to you. Look 
for volunteer opportunities in organizations that 
value loyalty and that apply policies equally to 
everyone. You will be more productive in settings 
that emphasize consistency.

• A level playing field is the only kind you want. 
Join campus or community groups that provide 
disadvantaged people with the platform they need 
to show their true potential.
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Context Action Items

• Before writing papers or starting class projects, 
ask your professors for examples of excellent 
work so you can see how others successfully 
approached the assignment.

• Register for courses such as comparative religion, 
geography, economics, science or philosophy 
to better understand the root causes of today’s 
wars, alliances, financial policies, treaties and 
trade agreements.

• How would you describe your history of test 
taking? Look for patterns, and identify your best 
performances. Prepare for today’s exams by 
replicating study techniques that worked for you in 
the past.

• History is an obvious field of study for people 
with strong Context talents. But you can fulfill 
your career needs in many other fields that would 
benefit from your way of thinking — law, city 
planning, social work, theater arts and education. 
Ask your mentor or academic adviser to help you 
explore your career options in depth and give 
you feedback.

• The roots, history and formative moments in 
people’s lives intrigue you. Ask new friends or 
classmates questions to elicit stories that will be 
as fun for you to hear as they are for others to tell. 
Showing an interest in their life demonstrates that 
you care and will make your relationship stronger.

• When other students are struggling with a difficult 
choice or challenge, ask them about how they 
dealt with a similar situation in the past. Your 
insightful questions can help them get perspective 
and guide them away from making recurring 
mistakes. Helping others recognize the strength 
they have demonstrated in the past can give them 
hope and confidence now and in the future.

• Because you value lessons of the past so much, 
you may have a tendency to feel that you need to 
do things the way they have always been done. If 
you have a hard time with change, find a mentor 
with powerful Maximizer talents who can help you 
improve on your existing methods and habits.

• Talk to people you admire in fields that interest you 
about the decisions and changes they made that 
led them to their career, whether you know them 
or not. You’d be surprised at how many people — 
even busy and successful people — will make time 
to offer their guidance.

• Partner with students who have exceptional 
Futuristic talents. They can help you build an even 
stronger bridge from the past to the future.

• Learn about the personal and academic 
experiences of the people on your teams and in 
your study groups. Knowing their background will 
make you more comfortable working with them.

• Think about your past successes and the effective 
coping mechanisms you have used. What did 
you learn from them that you could apply today? 
Consider volunteering your talents to peer 
counseling services on your campus that can help 
with a variety of issues, for example, academic 
stress, relationship problems and anxiety.

• Serve as the historian for your fraternity, sorority, 
honor society or other campus group. Help 
strengthen your club’s culture by understanding 
its roots. For example, collect symbols and stories 
that represent the best of the past. You know that 
the values and goals of your group are based 
on the wisdom of its alumni and their traditions. 
Share your insights of the past with other group 
members to guide and inspire them in the present.

• Form a book club with friends and classmates 
who also have strong Context talents. Read 
and then discuss autobiographies, biographies, 
history books or historical fiction. You will enjoy 
studying the origins and accounts of others’ lives 
and past events. Understanding the roots helps 
you understand the results.
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CliftonStrengths for Students Action Items 

Deliberative Action Items

• Do you know what your professors, coaches 
or friends expect from you today? Plan ahead 
to minimize unknown factors. Contact your 
professors or classmates if you are unsure about 
expectations for your classes or projects. You 
will be better prepared when you have time to 
prioritize your actions and think about the possible 
outcomes of those actions.

• You are most comfortable in structured settings. 
Look for professors and classes that offer clear 
expectations, consistent weekly discussions 
and the freedom for you to think about how to 
contribute ahead of time.

• Before visiting with a professor, prepare thoroughly 
by making a list of all the things you want to 
discuss and all the questions you want to ask. You 
will feel more confident if you are prepared.

• You probably are good at examining others’ actions 
and helping them think through their decisions 
before they move ahead too quickly. Look for 
internships or mentoring opportunities that would 
let you use those talents every day.

• Find friends or classmates with strong Command, 
Self-Assurance or Activator talents. While you 
carefully weigh the risks and rewards of each step 
you take, these partners can help you face tough 
choices more quickly and with confidence. The 
decisions you make together will be sound.

• During times of change or confusion, remember 
the advantages of your conservative decision-
making process. Instead of making reactionary 
choices, you think through all of the pros and 
cons, minimizing risk. Apply your caution and 
care to help your friends when they are struggling 
with a decision or when they feel like their lives 
are chaotic.

• You might not enjoy purely social activities. Still, 
you might feel left out when everybody but you 
is going to a party, even if you don’t want to go. 
Everyone needs to be part of a community, and 
there are a lot of different ways to socialize. Find 
an activity that’s fun but also meaningful to you. 
See if your favorite classmates want to start a 
discussion group. Or have lunch with friends from 

your residence hall to talk about upcoming events 
or weekend plans.

• How much debt will you accumulate during 
college? You are a rigorous thinker. Identify any 
land mines that could derail your plans to graduate 
with a manageable student loan debt.

• Keep track of all your academic deadlines. For 
you, unknown deadlines may lead to unhealthy 
stress. When you receive a class syllabus, highlight 
the due dates of readings, assignments, papers 
and exams.

• You inspire trust because you are cautious and 
considerate about sensitive topics. Look for 
leadership roles in organizations that deal with 
delicate issues and conflicts. Any group that 
handles money from dues or fundraisers would 
benefit from your assistance. The campus health 
center might be a good place for a work-study job.

• You can be selective in your relationships. And it’s 
probably very important to you that others’ values 
align with yours. Look for somewhere to volunteer 
that has a stable core team of people and a 
culture and principles that you agree with.

• Check with people in your residence hall to find 
campus organizations or clubs you could join. 
Do you have any friends who have belonged to 
an organization for a long time you could talk to? 
Before you commit to joining, attend a couple of 
meetings to narrow down your options to one or 
two that seem to fit you best. Then give yourself a 
deadline to make your final decision.

• What résumé-building experiences are you looking 
for in clubs, classes and volunteer opportunities? 
Consider decision-making or risk-assessment 
roles to highlight what you do best.
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CliftonStrengths for Students Action Items 

Developer Action Items

• Choose classes with a field-studies component 
that involves working with people. This will give 
you an opportunity to see others’ tangible growth 
experiences outside the classroom.

• Reflect on what you have learned from your 
favorite professors and how they have influenced 
your life. Take the time to write and tell them about 
the specific impact their classes and teaching 
style have had on your personal development.

• One of the best ways to reinforce your own 
learning is to teach others. Try studying by 
yourself first so you can get a solid grasp on your 
coursework and assignments. Then offer to tutor 
classmates who are struggling. You will enjoy 
helping them learn and grow, and you will increase 
your chances for better grades as well.

• What is your personal mission? How can you 
connect your mission with your Developer talents 
to make a meaningful difference in other people’s 
lives? Explore careers where you can help others 
reach their potential.

• Sometimes people with strong Developer talents 
apply them to others so much that they forget 
they are growing too. Remember to develop 
yourself. You cannot give what you do not have — 
it’s OK to put your needs first. Who has helped you 
grow? Find a mentor or professor who will focus 
on your development.

• Consider becoming a counselor in your residence 
hall. This is a great opportunity and environment 
for you to talk with other students and help them 
grow academically and socially.

• Coach friends who have a specific goal or focus in 
mind, such as running a marathon or losing weight. 
Encourage them in their progress.

• Challenge your roommates and friends by asking 
them questions that stretch their imagination. 
What are their dreams? How much could they 
do if there were no barriers to their choices? 
You have likely already seen glimpses of their 
potential. Help them see it too.

• You might find that you are counseling more 
people than you can handle. To balance your 
inner drive with your academic priorities, consider 
the power of being a “mentor for the moment.” 
Sometimes, just saying the right words at the right 
time can be a meaningful developmental moment 
for someone. Don’t be afraid to offer spontaneous 
advice and encouragement; you might change 
someone’s life.

• Seek out a mentor with strong Individualization 
talents. This person can show you where your 
greatest talents lie and help you focus your 
academic or career path. Without this perspective, 
your Developer instincts might lead you to 
concentrate on areas in which you lack talent and 
prevent you from developing strengths.

• You have a talent for noting people’s progress and 
for helping them become even better at what they 
do. Look for a community service opportunity that 
lets you get “people done through work” rather 
than “work done through people.”

• Consider getting involved in sports or intramural 
activities. You’ll enjoy being part of a team and 
working with others toward a common goal.

• Your Developer talents will likely thrive in 
collaborative and people-oriented environments 
— where you can be part of a team but also have 
time to work one-on-one with others. Look for an 
after-school program that needs volunteers.
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Discipline Action Items

• How do you organize your day? You probably 
already have structures in place to ensure that 
you have everything under control. But when 
academic or social demands make you feel 
stressed or overwhelmed, consider breaking your 
daily to-do list into manageable sections, and 
leave yourself time to deal with the unexpected.

• If you are in a self-paced class or a class with 
minimal structure, develop your own structure to 
make sure that you meet the class requirements.

• What time of day are you most productive? 
When do you have the fewest distractions? You 
crave predictability and order. So when choosing 
courses, as much as possible, pick a routine class 
schedule, and make sure you will have time to 
study when you can focus on school.

• You are most effective when you can maintain 
order for yourself and others. Your talents for 
organization and structure can be useful in a wide 
variety of settings. Research internships that have 
controlled environments — that is where you 
will thrive.

• Detail all the steps of your career planning 
process, and follow them one by one. Put the 
steps on a timeline to keep you motivated. Share 
your plan with your academic adviser to help you 
keep the bigger picture in mind.

• Be the organizer for your friends. Offer to be the 
one who calls or texts everyone in your group to 
remind them about parties, class times, birthdays 
or future plans.

• Your powerful sense of order makes you a 
tremendous partner to those who need your 
Discipline talents to supplement their own. Build 
a complementary partnership with a friend or 
classmate who has talents where you don’t. 
Being able to rely on each other and a mutual 
appreciation of each other’s talents will strengthen 
your relationship.

• Organize a monthly or quarterly “clean up” day 
for you and your roommates. Try to make your 
living space look as good as it did on the day 
you moved in. Make it a party so it will be fun 
for everyone and something you can all look 
forward to.

• Exactitude is your forte; you enjoy poring over 
details. Save yourself from costly mistakes by 
scheduling time to go over all your financial 
documents — credit card charges, checking and 
savings account statements, financial aid records 
— to look for errors.

• You not only create order, but you crave it in the 
form of a well-organized space. To inspire your 
Discipline talents, find budget-friendly furniture and 
organization systems so you can have a place for 
everything and everything in its place.

• Increasing efficiency is one of your hallmarks. Do 
you ever feel like you might be wasting time or 
money because of your own or someone else’s 
inefficiency? If so, identify those instances, and 
create systems to help you minimize waste and 
save time and money.

• You are a perfectionist at heart. Join a campus 
club where you can use your Discipline talents 
to help plan major events. You naturally break 
big tasks into smaller steps and focus on details 
and deadlines. Your Discipline talents help you 
keep everything under control so you can pull off 
important occasions smoothly.

• Is there a community service event that you 
can volunteer to help manage? Use your 
resourcefulness and organizational talents to help 
put people and money where they can do the 
most good.
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Empathy Action Items

• Keep a journal of everything you are feeling 
about your classes, friends and relationships with 
professors. When you reread what you wrote, ask 
yourself if you know what you are feeling is true, 
or if you are creating assumptions in your mind. 
Questioning and exploring your feelings can help 
you clarify them.

• Your Empathy talents are a valuable asset in 
student organizations or study groups. You are 
aware of what others are feeling and how they 
might react to different scenarios, and you may 
be the only one who is. To keep everyone moving 
toward the group’s goals, give voice to what others 
are feeling, and bring emotions out into the open 
so you can clear the air and focus on the task 
ahead of you.

• When thinking about your major, consider fields 
that give you the chance to change lives. Your 
Empathy talents will likely make you successful in 
any area where you can have an impact on others. 
But roles that allow you to work with people one on 
one may be the most satisfying for you.

• Talk with a career counselor who can help you 
find internships or work environments that value 
emotions and do not repress them. A job with 
a rich emotional atmosphere will be the perfect 
setting for your Empathy talents.

• Be careful not to let those you support 
overwhelm you. You are there for your friends 
and family whenever they need you, but you also 
need to take care of yourself and find healthy 
ways to release your emotions. Discuss your 
feelings with your friends. They may not be as 
intuitive as you are, but they do care about you. 
So let them support you when you need it.

• Patience and understanding are the hallmarks 
of your talents. Be sure to hear your friends and 
roommates out; don’t rush to judgment. Giving 
people time and space to sort out their own 
thoughts and feelings in a safe environment can 
foster their sense of stability and calm.

• You will sense when your friends are frustrated 
with school. Tell them that you know what they 
are feeling. Encourage them to write down or 

talk about their emotions, and see if any patterns 
emerge. Sometimes you’re better at identifying 
and interpreting feelings than the person who’s 
feeling them is. Give them some suggestions for 
coping based on what you hear.

• Seek out a mentor or friends with strong Analytical 
talents. They can help you see the rational side of a 
debate, discussion or situation — which you might 
miss when emotions are running high.

• You need to feel all of your feelings — good and 
bad. Avoid people who dismiss or disrespect 
this need.

• Become a confidante for one or two classmates or 
friends. Many college students feel overwhelmed. 
You have the natural talent to understand what 
they are going through. Be approachable. Tell them 
that you’re happy to talk with them about what they 
are experiencing and feeling.

• The emotional tone of your environment might 
affect you more than it does other people. 
Because you are likely to feel the emotions of 
those around you as if they are your own, being 
around cheerful and upbeat people will make you 
feel optimistic as well. Find friends or roommates 
who have a lot of talent in the Positivity theme. 
Hanging out with them will make you feel good too.

• Interview people who are in campus organizations 
or clubs you are thinking about joining. When they 
talk about what they like or don’t like, listen to how 
they describe their role, and notice their emotions 
and nonverbal communication. You will pick up 
on their passions and values, which will help you 
determine if the group is a fit for you.

• You can do a lot of good in the world — but be 
careful. Your Empathy talents may lead you to 
some very sad places: animal shelters, centers for 
the homeless, domestic abuse shelters. If you’re 
an emotional sponge, it may be hard to shake 
off the sadness that comes with heartbreaking 
situations. The demands these feelings generate 
can distract you from your schoolwork and your 
own emotional health.
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Focus Action Items

• If you find yourself becoming too focused on your 
academic goals, stretch yourself to set personal 
goals. You are driven to achieve all your goals, 
and validating your personal priorities will bring a 
healthy balance to your life.

• What are your core values? Do the classes you 
are taking and your declared major align with 
your values? Will the career you choose fit with 
your life’s purpose? Write down your beliefs, and 
refer to them often. Make sure not to ignore your 
beliefs as you chart your course to graduation 
and beyond. You will feel more in control of 
your life.

• As a person with strong Focus talents, you 
understand that life is about choices. Remember 
that your classmates, roommates and friends are 
responsible for making their own decisions. You 
might not agree with their choices or how they 
get there, but show them that you understand 
and respect their judgment. Or offer to help them 
if they have a hard time staying on track toward 
a goal.

• Set specific goals when planning your career. What 
do you want to achieve by the time you graduate? 
Pay attention to your destination and how you will 
get there. Your talent to stay on track is a powerful 
asset on your career journey.

• Although your Focus talents can reveal themselves 
through highly proactive goal setting, sometimes 
you might need someone else to identify a target 
for you. Find a classmate or mentor to help when 
the ultimate objective of an assignment or project 
is not clear to you.

• Make maintaining friendships one of your 
identifiable goals. Use your Focus talents to 
develop objectives that will enrich or broaden your 
social circle. Walk around your residence hall and 
on campus to catch up with old friends or meet 
new ones.

• Tell your roommate where you see yourself in the 
future. How do you set timelines and objectives 
that will help you achieve that vision? How can you 
help your roommate do the same thing?

• Many of your classmates will think, act and talk less 
efficiently than you do. Embrace these differences. 
Pay attention, and listen for opportunities in their 
“detours.” They may send you down a path to 
new discoveries.

• Although you can easily concentrate for long 
periods of time, make sure to occasionally 
recharge yourself to avoid working to exhaustion. 
How often do you stop, get up and move around 
while you’re studying? Taking a break every now 
and then will help you retain what you learn.

• To build on your Focus talents and not spread 
yourself too thin, be selective about how many 
activities you’re involved in. What are your 
priorities? Identify someone in your support 
system who can help you see when things aren’t 
balanced and pull you back on track.

• When you need to go to the gym, plan ahead. Ask 
a trainer when the gym is slowest, and work out 
then if you can. You won’t have to wait around for 
other people to finish, and you’ll find it easier to 
zero in on what you’re doing.

• You like setting regular “mini goals” for yourself 
because they keep your Focus talents sharp. 
Create a daily goal to improve your health — walk 
with a friend, take a yoga class, try a healthy 
snack or go to bed 30 minutes earlier than usual.

• You may get frustrated with incomplete projects 
and groups that don’t seem to get much done. 
So volunteer in organizations where you can 
contribute to a meaningful outcome with 
measurable results. Or find a leadership position 
in an organization you belong to already. You have 
the talents to make decisions for the group and to 
get stalled plans back on track.
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Futuristic Action Items

• You may be able to see and describe the future 
and what you will be doing, but you might not 
know exactly how to get there. Partner with 
someone who has strong Deliberative or Achiever 
talents to help you plan the steps you need to 
take to reach your vision.

• Apply your Futuristic talents to planning your 
life after college. Imagine yourself on graduation 
day. What are you doing? What experience, 
organizations and roles do you see on your 
résumé? Where are you headed after college — a 
new job, traveling the world or graduate school?

• Your natural ability to anticipate the future may 
mean you are not “in the present” to the extent 
you could be. Find friends who have powerful 
Adaptability, Context or Positivity talents. They 
can help you learn how to enjoy the moment.

• College is a great place to form authentic 
relationships that will last a lifetime. Surround 
yourself with people who align with your values, 
hopes and dreams. Take advantage of the 
wonderful opportunity to meet all kinds of people 
— some of whom may become a big part of 
your future.

• Because you can see what’s coming, you 
should be prepared for it. Partner with friends or 
classmates who have Discipline or Arranger talents 
to help you organize your plans for the future. 
Someone with Activator, Discipline or Achiever can 
be instrumental when you need to stop planning 
and start working toward your goal.

• Work on the words you use to describe the future. 
Collaborate with friends or professors who have 
strong Communication, Ideation or Woo talents 
to find vivid visual images and stories that can 
persuade others to see the future’s potential.

• Choose a major wisely by looking ahead. How in-
demand will the careers in your field be in the next 
10 or 20 years? Also, consider related academic 
minors and certificate programs. These additional 
study tracks can boost your employment 
opportunities, help your résumé stand out and 
give you some muscle when you’re negotiating 
your salary.

• Even if you enjoy talking about possibilities more 
than problems, you may be able to help people 
see and prevent potential trouble. Maybe you can 
see that a friend’s drinking habits are going to 
move from unwise to reckless to disastrous. Or 
your smart, hardworking roommate should aim 
for graduate school — but needs better financial 
habits to get there. Others will come to you for 
support because they trust what you see. Be sure 
to look ahead for your own obstacles as well.

• Use your Futuristic talents to break your 
preparation for final exams into smaller goals that 
you can accomplish weeks before the final test.

• Volunteer in an organization where you can help 
create the future by painting vivid pictures for 
those who work there. Help them see the role 
they will play in making the vision become reality.

• Join a group that believes it can have a positive 
effect on the future and that works toward its goal. 
Before you join, look at the mission statement to 
see if your values align with its purpose.

• You inspire your friends and classmates with 
your images of the future. When you articulate 
your vision, describe it in detail with vivid words 
and metaphors so that others can better 
comprehend your expansive thinking. Make 
your ideas and strategies more concrete using 
sketches, step-by-step action plans or mock-
up models so that your peers can readily grasp 
your intent.
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Harmony Action Items

• If you have professors who frequently change 
assignments and due dates, try to figure out their 
reasons — or ask them why they keep making 
changes. Then tell your classmates. Find the 
practical explanation, and give your professors the 
benefit of the doubt rather than complaining.

• Avoid confrontational, aggressive professors. 
They might make you so uncomfortable that 
learning in their classes will be difficult for you. 
Ask your academic adviser to help you find 
professors who will understand and respect how 
you learn.

• Polish your talent for resolution without agitation by 
acquiring skills and knowledge. Learn how to move 
through the steps of conflict resolution, and invite 
friends or classmates to learn with you. Encourage 
and inspire each other to become experts in 
finding solutions through consensus. By teaching 
others, you will learn as well.

• Your Harmony talents will flourish in collaborative 
environments in which you can surround yourself 
with others dedicated to win-win solutions. Look 
for internships where you can work with other 
students, professors or community members 
peacefully and positively toward a common goal.

• Try to explain to your friends and classmates the 
value of listening to all voices. Your attempts to 
create harmony by allowing everyone a turn to 
speak might actually create disharmony in some 
people. Individuals with exceptional Achiever or 
Activator talents, for example, may be eager to 
make a decision and take action.

• Look for friends or classmates who are especially 
talented in Command or Activator. When you have 
exhausted all your best efforts to resolve conflict, 
these people can help you deal with it head-on.

• When people in your classes or your residence 
hall are arguing or in an endless debate, help them 
find agreement. Create a trusting and respectful 
atmosphere so that everyone, especially quieter 
people, feels comfortable speaking their mind. 
Look for the practical side of things, and help 
others see it as well. It can be the starting point 
for agreement.

• Avoid classes, internships, extracurricular activities 
or jobs where you will have to confront people 
regularly. Sales roles that require cold calling 
or being in highly competitive environments or 
on aggressive teams, for example, are likely to 
frustrate or upset you.

• Use your Harmony talents to build a network of 
mentors with differing perspectives. Rely on these 
people when you need expertise. Your openness 
to their diverse views will help you learn.

• Your Harmony talents promote emotional stability 
in a group. This might be one reason your friends 
always invite you to go out with them — you know 
how to keep the peace so everyone can have 
a good time. Think through your budget before 
committing to plans, and don’t feel bad about 
saying no if you can’t afford to go out.

• Academic challenges can weigh heavily on your 
mind. When you are struggling, talk things through 
with friends you trust about the conflicts between 
your school commitments and your personal 
life. Ask them what they do when they’re worried 
about school.

• If you’re the leader on a team, find ways to unite 
everyone to be the best team you can be. You 
might enjoy helping team members get to know 
and appreciate one another. You have the talent 
to show others that they have more in common 
than they might first believe.

• Consider serving on a judicial board for a club 
or organization. You make people feel like they 
are truly being heard. That can have a big impact 
on other students’ sense of engagement with 
your school.

• When an organization, group or club needs to 
embrace change, use your Futuristic talents 
to help. Make a presentation or write an article 
that puts these changes in the context of the 
organization’s future needs. You have a talent for 
putting things into perspective. And you can help 
others overcome their present uncertainties to 
become almost as excited as you are about the 
possibilities of the future.
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Ideation Action Items

• Understand the fuel for your Ideation talents. 
When do you get your best ideas? When you’re 
talking with classmates? When you’re reading 
or studying? When you’re simply listening or 
observing? Figure out the settings when you 
produce your best ideas, and re-create them as 
often as you can.

• If you get bored quickly, put your Ideation talents 
to work and think about how you can expand 
your world — your social network, your academic 
opportunities and your community involvement.

• Work with a professor to develop a research 
project that will require you to generate and 
explore numerous ideas. You love coming up with 
new ideas, and an innovative project can really 
boost your engagement. But be careful not to get 
so engrossed in the project that you work on it for 
hours without taking a break. Give your eyes and 
mind a rest. Go for a walk around campus — the 
change of pace will help you get out of your head 
so you can return to work fresh.

• Brainstorm with a career counselor about all the 
careers that could fit your talents. Check out the 
details of each career online, and then picture 
yourself in each one.

• Look for complementary partnerships on campus. 
A mentor with strong Analytical talents will have 
the objectivity to challenge your big ideas and will 
support you to explore them further. Classmates 
and friends who have strong Intellection, Maximizer 
or Achiever talents can help you harness all your 
ideas and turn the best ones into reality. You can 
be their inspiration; they can help you realize 
your dreams.

• Find other students or professors who have 
different viewpoints and backgrounds than you 
do and who like to talk about their ideas. Their 
fascinating — at least to you — perspective can 
inspire you. By feeding one another’s need for big 
thinking, you can build mutually supportive and 
satisfying relationships.

• What new concepts are you excited about? 
Share your ideas with your roommates, friends, 
classmates or family. Ideating with them will help 

them understand you better and can really let 
them see the core of what you love, value and are 
passionate about.

• How could you use your creativity to help 
improve your fraternity or sorority, residence 
hall, or campus? First, see the idea, and then find 
others to help you accomplish what you see. 
Have a brainstorming party with your friends 
and roommates to come up with a plan. Working 
together is a fun way to make your college 
environment better and grow your relationships.

• Choose classes that involve creative projects 
rather than just exams and term papers. You 
will love generating ideas, but sometimes you 
may struggle with implementing them. Find a 
partner with strong Responsibility talents who 
can keep you on a work schedule and help you 
meet deadlines.

• Help revive a struggling group on campus. You will 
probably have lots of opinions and thoughts on 
how to bring it back to life. Or consider starting a 
new group with other big thinkers, and generate 
ideas about projects to engage the team.

• Volunteer in organizations where leaders 
encourage and solicit your divergent thinking. 
You can come up with new and better strategies 
for the organization, and you may be able to help 
in its planning meetings. Persuading leaders to 
consider new approaches may lead to future 
career opportunities as well.

• You are a natural fit with research and 
development; you appreciate the mindset of 
visionaries and dreamers. Feed your Ideation 
talents by spending time with your imaginative 
peers. Sit in on their brainstorming sessions. 
Which of their clubs or organizations sound most 
appealing to you?

• Find classes, clubs or projects that align with your 
interests and areas of passion. Look for groups 
where you can use your creative talents. An 
organization that sticks to traditions and resists 
innovation may feel stifling to you.
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Includer Action Items

• Form a study group with your classmates. If some 
people in the group do not talk very often, invite 
them to participate in the discussion. You naturally 
know how to make everyone feel respected and 
like they belong.

• Attend lectures or presentations featuring guest 
speakers of different nationalities. Introduce 
yourself to others attending the session, and 
encourage them to join in a conversation.

• Sign up for classes in which you will study 
particular groups of people, like sociology or 
anthropology. You will enjoy learning about diverse 
cultures and backgrounds, and you will naturally 
notice what they have in common. Use what 
you learn to help your friends and classmates 
understand that to respect all the differences 
among people, they must first appreciate all 
the similarities.

• Welcome new students to your residence hall. 
Be a first friend. Get to know their names, and 
introduce them to other students. You will make 
many friends this way. It’s hard to forget the 
person who first made you feel like you belonged 
in a new place.

• Be an “Includer coach” for your friends and 
roommates. Some people may require a caring 
nudge to get them to step outside their comfort 
zone and add someone to their inner circle. Help 
them understand that when they leave others 
out, they might miss the chance for an important 
future relationship.

• Take the initiative in planning a group event 
or activity for your residence hall. You enjoy 
connecting people who wouldn’t typically 
get together.

• In some situations, more doesn’t mean better. 
That can be hard for you to accept. When 
planning an intimate get-together, you may 
need help drawing limits when you can’t include 
everyone. Sometimes it is OK not to invite 
everybody. Partner with a friend who has strong 
Command talents to help you decide on the final 
guest list.

• You will be most comfortable in open, welcoming 
environments. You may prefer going to an 
easygoing and relaxed fitness class versus an 
intense boot camp full of competitive individual 
achievers. Ask around campus to find fun, 
nonjudgmental fitness classes, and encourage 
your friends to go with you.

• Your friendliness and approachability can unite 
groups and teams. Consider signing up for an 
intramural sport to participate in this semester. 
Find classmates and friends to join with you.

• Which professors, students or community leaders 
do you admire for their ability to accept others 
without judgment? Talk with them about the need 
for tolerance for all people. These experienced 
Includers can inspire and expand your talents.

• Your Includer talents will flourish in positions 
where you can welcome others. College is a great 
place to meet new students and put them at ease. 
Volunteer to be an orientation leader, a greeter 
in your residence hall — or consider joining a 
welcoming committee on campus.

• Do you enjoy speaking up for unheard voices? 
Look for organizations in your community that 
welcome and advocate for people who might 
not have many social or economic privileges. 
Empower your Includer talents by volunteering or 
tutoring at these organizations.

• Develop or participate in programs that promote 
diversity. You can make a big difference by raising 
awareness and welcoming all kinds of people. 
Invite friends who you think could expand or enrich 
the program.
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Individualization Action Items

• Establish a study group with classmates who have 
a wide variety of talents and perspectives. Learning 
about different personalities and viewpoints will 
expand your own horizons.

• Pay attention to how your style of learning, 
studying, writing papers and taking tests compares 
with others’. What are some of the differences 
you see? Are your friends and classmates 
doing anything that might help you in your 
studies? Collaborate on the best ways to tackle 
assignments and projects using everyone’s input.

• You want to have the best fit between who you are 
and what you do with your life. Go to the career 
center and explore different professions that 
interest you. To guide your decision, think about 
how the various career options offer you a unique 
picture of yourself.

• Interview teachers, counselors, HR reps, coaches, 
doctors and others who are paid to see the 
uniqueness in people. How do they use their 
talents in their career?

• You can learn a lot from your boss no matter what 
kind of job you have. Where others might see an 
authority figure who tells them what to do, your 
Individualization talents let you see a person with 
unique responsibilities and talents. Use what 
you observe in your work environment now to 
determine what kind of boss you want to have — 
or be — after graduation.

• Tell your friends and roommates about the great 
talents you see in them, and encourage them to 
follow their dreams. Help them understand and 
maximize the power of their unique strengths, 
and help them find or create experiences and 
opportunities to shine.

• Become an expert at describing your own 
strengths and style. Then organize a get-together 
in your residence hall, fraternity or sorority. Use 
what you learned about yourself to explore the 
individuality of everyone who shows up. Starting 
with strengths is a great way to get to know 
the people you spend a lot of time with and to 
stimulate conversations about their future plans.

• Constantly observe those around you. How do you 
spot what others do well and how they are each 
unique? Appreciate how the nuances in talents 
highlight similarities and differences.

• How do you respond when your peers don’t notice 
the unique contributions you make to a class, 
project or relationship? How can you help them 
see more of the layers that make you unique? Try 
telling them what you see that makes them special. 
When you acknowledge their talents, they might 
also start to recognize and appreciate your talents 
and contributions.

• You move comfortably among a broad range of 
styles and cultures, and you intuitively personalize 
your interactions. Make full use of these talents 
by leading diversity efforts on campus and in 
the community.

• Consider keeping a journal of specific 
observations you make about individual students 
or professors. Then share your observations 
so everyone on campus can see what these 
individuals uniquely bring to your school. Write 
feature articles about them for the school 
newspaper or college newsletter. Or create a blog 
or podcast that highlights their contributions.

• Volunteer to help with the pledging process 
for a fraternity or sorority. Your Individualization 
talents are valuable on search committees and in 
recruiting processes because you can see how 
each individual’s talents fit particular roles.

• Environments that let you work one on one with 
people and focus on individual performance may 
bring out your best. Look for volunteer or work-
study opportunities where you can mentor others 
or provide feedback. They could open the door to 
future career prospects.
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Input Action Items

• Identify areas of specialization within your major, 
and actively pursue more information about them. 
Connect with faculty who work in those areas, and 
pick their brains outside of class.

• You are naturally curious, but you may need to 
intentionally schedule time to feed your mind. Read 
books and articles that stimulate you, or travel to 
new places. Take the time you need to sustain your 
Input talents.

• What is your learning style? You may like collecting 
information through reading, through people, 
through listening or through doing. Have an 
answer to this question when you meet with your 
academic adviser to enroll in classes for the next 
semester — and try to get into classes that fit with 
your style.

• Knowing when to stop digging is just as valuable 
as your thirst for information. Set a time limit on 
your internet searches so you will be able to get 
your schoolwork done. Mark the best sites so you 
can return to them when you have free time.

• How can you prioritize the most important 
information to study in your classes? Take notes 
and collaborate with other students to see if they 
noted the same information you did. This is a 
good way to make sure you aren’t distracted by 
material that fascinates you but is not as relevant 
to the course.

• Your mind is like a sponge; you naturally soak 
up information. But just as a sponge does not 
permanently contain what it absorbs, your mind 
shouldn’t simply store information. Input without 
output can lead to stagnation. As you gather 
information, ask yourself which of your friends or 
classmates could benefit from what you learned, 
and then share it with them.

• Seek out a mentor with Focus or Discipline talents 
who can help channel your interests productively 
and organize everything you’ve discovered so that 
the information is easily accessible for you.

• Use your Input talents to help others. When 
a friend has an issue, volunteer to learn more 
about it. If a family member has a health concern, 
research it online, and help them think of 

insightful questions they can ask at their next 
doctor’s appointment.

• When you meet other students in your classes 
or residence hall who share your interests, think 
beyond the immediate connection. Use your Input 
talents as a stepping stone to friendship. When 
you hear about upcoming events that coincide 
with your common interests — a music festival or a 
guest speaker on campus — invite these people to 
go with you.

• Your mind never stops, and you love to 
contemplate, read and explore. But sometimes, 
that can make sleep a challenge. Create a system 
to ensure that you are getting the proper amount 
of sleep. For example, use your Input talents to 
research the best ways to get a good night’s 
sleep, how to set up an effective sleep schedule or 
how to wind down before bedtime.

• You are extremely resourceful. This is a big 
advantage when forming a team. Since you 
“collect” the strengths and talents of those around 
you, you know how to place people where they 
can be at their best. Whatever organization you 
are in, make it stronger by investing in team and 
group development.

• Get as much information as you can about 
community service opportunities that interest you. 
Research online, attend career fairs and collect all 
the brochures you can find. The more information 
you gather, the better your decisions will be.

• Other students might see you as a leader because 
they know you are resourceful and aware of recent 
developments and information. Let people know 
that you enjoy answering their questions and 
researching their pressing issues. Use your Input 
talents to connect with classmates, and look for a 
leadership role on campus where you can use what 
you collect.
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Intellection Action Items

• You think up great questions, and you enjoy 
asking them. Use that gift to ask yourself some 
questions. When have you felt best about your 
accomplishments? What did you do to contribute 
to those accomplishments? How have you used 
your talents successfully? Your intense self-
examination will make you a stronger and more 
confident student.

• When do you do your best thinking — alone or with 
others, in a quiet environment or a noisy one, while 
in motion or sitting still? Find your best atmosphere 
to think, and make sure that you give yourself all 
the time you need to reflect.

• Follow your intellectual curiosity, and allow yourself 
to ask the questions that naturally come to you. 
This will help you refine your approach to learning 
and studying.

• Keep a journal, and record your thoughts regularly. 
Your ideas will serve as grist for your mental mill, 
and they might yield valuable insights. Writing 
might be the best way to crystallize and integrate 
your thoughts.

• Research careers that interest you by reading 
biographies of people in those careers and 
collecting brochures in the career center. Reading 
will give you clarity about the career options that 
fit you best. Talk through your thoughts with your 
friends to process what you have learned.

• The energetic debate of a philosophical issue can 
sometimes intimidate those with lesser Intellection 
talents. Partner with someone who has strong 
Empathy or Positivity talents to help you recognize 
the signs of others’ discomfort when discussions 
become intense.

• Some people will want you to think with them, 
while others will want you to think for them. You 
build complementary relationships with some 
people because you look at things from an entirely 
different angle than they do. Become a thinking 
partner for your determined and action-oriented 
friends; you may be the sounding board they need 
to improve their odds for success.

• Form relationships with other students and 
classmates you consider to be big thinkers. How 
can they inspire you to focus your own thinking?

• Remember that other people cannot read your 
mind. Practice putting your thoughts into words 
so your classmates can better understand what 
you are thinking. Give them a glimpse into what is 
happening inside your head by translating your 
ideas into language they can relate to, and allow 
them time to process and ask questions.

• Help your friends and roommates understand 
that your need for solitude and space to think has 
a positive impact on your mental health and is 
simply your intellectual style. Let them know that 
you are not ignoring or avoiding them, but that you 
want to bring your best to school and relationships 
— and to do that, you need time alone to think.

• You are at your best when you have the time to 
follow an intellectual trail and see where it leads. 
Others will seek out your opinion because they 
appreciate your careful scrutiny. Get involved on 
the public side of community service projects, 
campus events and extracurricular activities so 
that your thinking can have a greater impact on 
long-term outcomes.

• What do you find intellectually inspiring? What 
big ideas would you like to ponder or discuss? 
Consider writing for your college’s blog to 
stimulate your thinking. Use your natural desire to 
contemplate and muse to engage other students 
in class or study group discussions about global 
topics that are important to your campus, your 
generation and your future.

• Find other students who like to talk about the same 
issues you do. Organize a discussion group that 
addresses your subjects of interest. Encourage 
people in the group to use their full intellectual 
capital by reframing questions and engaging them 
in dialogue.
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Learner Action Items

• You love the challenge of a steep learning curve, so 
beware of learning plateaus. Look for opportunities 
to stretch yourself by volunteering for complex 
class assignments or taking difficult courses.

• Use your talents to learn about yourself. Identify 
your learning style. Monitor your progress toward 
meeting your requirements for graduation. Pay 
attention to how you change and grow while you 
are in college. You naturally love to learn, and what 
better topic to learn about than yourself?

• Find ways to track your learning progress to keep 
yourself motivated. If there are distinct levels of 
learning in your classes or specific milestones 
toward earning your degree, celebrate your 
progression from one stage to the next. If there 
aren’t any specific steps, create them for yourself.

• Learning is meaningful to you, and it always will be. 
Remember that you will never stop learning, even 
when school is over. Keep a journal of your college 
experiences now so that when you are older, 
you can look back and remember all the lessons 
you learned.

• You love the process of learning so much that the 
outcome may not matter to you. As a result, you 
might have a number of unfinished projects that 
you plan to come back to “someday.” Partner with 
classmates or friends with strong Activator, Focus 
or Achiever talents who can help you complete 
those projects and become even more productive 
and purposeful in your education.

• Become an expert in an area that interests you — 
academics, sports, performance arts — to feed 
your need for extreme competency. Set goals so 
that you know when you’ve reached the level of 
a master or expert. Use your mastery to mentor 
friends or classmates who are interested in 
learning about your area of expertise.

• Be a catalyst for change. Some people are 
intimidated by new rules or new skills — but they 
might still need to learn them for a class or to keep 
moving forward. Apply your willingness to soak 
up newness to calm their fears and spur them 
into action.

• Go online and search for upcoming events 
on campus. Look for workshops on money 
management or speakers who discuss healthy 
lifestyle changes. Look to the wider community 
if you can’t find anything on campus. You will 
enjoy hearing and learning about a variety of 
different topics.

• When you are immersed in studying and 
concentrating intensely on your subject, you might 
lose track of time. To allow yourself the time you 
want and need, schedule study sessions when 
you have the fewest interruptions. Having a set 
schedule and enough time to study can give you 
confidence and reduce your test anxiety.

• Honor your desire to learn. Take advantage of your 
campus resources, and consider trying something 
new. You might have more options than you 
realize — many schools have an array of different 
groups, clubs and intramural sports. Set a goal to 
sign up for a least one new extracurricular activity 
each year.

• How do you learn best and feel most connected 
to the space around you? If you learn through 
teaching, find opportunities to give presentations 
on campus. If you learn by doing, look for 
workshops that teach skills or crafts. If you learn 
best through silent reflection, find areas around 
campus that are good meditation spots.

• Collaborate with faculty or become a teaching 
assistant to make your college experience more 
meaningful. Teaching others will deepen your 
understanding of and appreciation for intellectual 
topics, concepts and principles.

• Get involved. Join a fraternity, sorority, choir, 
campus organization, residence hall leadership 
team or another university club. You will love 
learning about the people, traditions and goals of 
the group, and your Learner talents will make you 
a vital part of any team you belong to.
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Maximizer Action Items

• Choose your major based on your greatest 
talents and your personal mission. Find 
specialized programs in your area of interest 
where you can use your talents and fulfill your 
developmental goals.

• Spending a lot of time in an area where you are not 
strong will frustrate and drain you. So make your 
weaknesses irrelevant as much as you can. For 
example, if you have required classes in a subject 
you are struggling with, find friends or classmates 
who are good at it, and partner with them. Or 
devise a support system — join a study group or 
find a tutor. Or figure out how to use your stronger 
talents to compensate for your weaker areas.

• Interview people who are among the best of the 
best in jobs that interest you. Ask them what they 
find most rewarding about their work. Job shadow 
them to see what they do day in and day out. Pay 
attention to the talents, knowledge and skills that 
excellence in those roles requires.

• Are there parts of your life that could use 
improvement? What can you do to make them 
better? What can you take from strong to superb? 
Refine your talents and skills, and define what 
excellence means to you. Figure out how to 
measure your progress.

• You naturally focus on things that other people 
can improve on, yet sometimes you can become 
distracted from your own development. Look for 
a mentor who will focus on your strengths. Meet 
regularly with your mentor and other role models 
for insight, advice and inspiration on how you can 
go from good to great.

• You love to help others become excited by their 
potential, and you naturally see what people do 
best. If your college has a mentorship program 
for incoming freshmen, sign up to be a mentor. Or 
find programs in your community that give you the 
opportunity to coach or tutor. You see glimpses of 
excellence and can help new students start on the 
right foot to developing their strengths.

• Problem-solving might drain your energy and 
enthusiasm. Just as you are probably aware of 
what you do well, you know when you need help. 
Look for friends with strong Restorative talents 
who can help you troubleshoot and resolve 

complex and confusing issues. Let them know how 
important their partnership is to your success.

• Explain to your friends and roommates why you 
don’t spend a lot of time trying to fix problems. 
People who don’t know you well might confuse 
your Maximizer talents with arrogance or think you 
don’t care. Help them understand that endless 
difficulties and complications can sap your energy, 
and you are much better at noticing what is 
working and making the most of it.

• Keep your focus on long-term relationships and 
goals. Many people pick the low-hanging fruit of 
short-term success, but your Maximizer talents will 
be most energized and effective when you can turn 
potential into true and lasting greatness.

• During your school’s activity fair, look for a club 
or organization that gives you the opportunity to 
improve your health, meet new friends and boost 
your engagement on campus. You will enjoy 
making the most of the time you spend in your 
extracurricular activities.

• Ask around your residence hall to find groups, 
clubs or teams you can join that do great work 
and have high levels of performance. Belonging 
to a group where members “just show up” won’t 
be a good experience for you because you need 
to be part of something excellent that matters 
to you.

• Take on a leadership role that aligns with your 
personal mission. You know that talent is every 
team’s greatest resource, so get the highest return 
on your investment of that resource. Use your 
Maximizer talents to help group members see their 
own talents, and then position people where they 
can best develop and apply their strengths. For 
every need, there is a person with a gift to match.

• Study success. Spend time with people who have 
discovered and use their strengths. Do you have 
any professors who are clearly doing what they do 
best — and who make it look easy? Talk with them 
about the power of their talents and strengths. 
The more you understand how using strengths 
leads to success, the more likely you will be to 
create success in your own life.
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Positivity Action Items

• Meet with your academic adviser to help you 
select courses taught by professors who have 
affirming teaching styles. Your classes need to be 
exciting and meaningful. Connect with your peers 
who also have strong Positivity talents to see what 
they say about the courses you are considering.

• Use your naturally optimistic outlook to give your 
friends and roommates a boost. You will be able to 
tell when they are feeling overwhelmed or tense 
about school, money, work or relationships. When 
your friends need a break, plan a hike or a weekend 
camping trip. Spending time outdoors can help 
reduce stress.

• Invite your upbeat friends and classmates to study 
with you. Together, think of fun, even trivial, ways to 
remember critical information.

• Choose friends who love life as much as you do. 
Let positive emotions reign, and avoid those who 
have negative, destructive and defeating attitudes 
and behaviors.

• Because of your optimism, you can accept 
solutions that are less than ideal. As a result, you 
encourage yourself and others to make progress 
rather than insisting on perfection. Find a mentor 
with strong Maximizer talents to help you look 
for and describe the potential in less-than-ideal 
situations. Encourage yourself to take risks to 
improve, even when you don’t have the total 
solution yet.

• You may be one of the few bright spots in 
someone’s life — especially if they’re going 
through a difficult time. Never underestimate that 
role. People will come to you because they know 
they can count on you to raise their spirits. When 
they do, be ready to ask questions so that you 
can easily identify what they need most from you.

• As much as you value positive friends and people, 
you value authentic friendships even more. Be 
true to your moods, and recognize your friends’ 
vulnerability. Acknowledge your own and others’ 
sadness and fear, and help put feelings into words.

• Make sure that your praise is always genuine — 
never empty or false. False praise can be more 
damaging than criticism. If you believe it, say 

it. If you don’t, show your respect for others’ 
intelligence, and don’t give in to false flattery. 
Authentic actions will help you build long-lasting 
genuine relationships.

• Your energy and optimism are contagious, and 
your friends appreciate the vibe you bring to all 
your social gatherings. Look for activities on or off 
campus that are free or offer a student discount, 
and invite your friends to a fun outing where you 
can relax and blow off steam.

• When people feel better, they often perform 
better. Sometimes feelings are the result of action; 
other times, feelings are the cause for action. Find 
reasons to celebrate, laugh, and inject music and 
joy into your friends’ lives. A positive emotional 
environment will help everyone do better in 
their classes, particularly during tense times like 
finals week.

• Play sports or support your school’s teams by 
cheering them on. What sports are your friends 
involved in? What team doesn’t have many fans 
and needs more of your positive mojo? Consider 
supporting the school’s bowling team — what 
better place to be a fan than a bowling alley, with 
fun music and a snack bar.

• You excel in roles in which you can highlight the 
positive. A leadership position will capitalize on 
your ability to make things dramatic. Get involved 
in a club or group that needs an optimistic leader 
who can motivate others through fun, energy and 
excitement about the group’s goals.

• Look for opportunities to help plan celebrations 
for your family, campus or community. You 
have the ability to turn small achievements into 
memorable events, and people look forward to 
your parties.

• Avoid cynical and negative environments and 
people. They will drain you. As much as possible, 
look for relaxed classes and clubs that will 
appreciate your optimism and sense of humor.
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Relator Action Items

• Share your academic progress and performance 
with people who care about you at school and at 
home. By opening up to others, you encourage 
them to be open and honest with you, which will 
deepen your friendship.

• Choose courses that your friends are taking. 
Having friends in class will increase your 
engagement throughout the semester.

• Talk to your trusted circle of friends about how 
they see you. Ask them what they think your 
greatest talents are. You value and trust your best 
friends’ opinions, and they can give you a new 
perspective on yourself. Keep in mind how others 
perceive you when you go to class, socialize, 
volunteer — and even when you graduate and 
start your future career.

• You may not enjoy jobs that require you to be 
alone a lot. Your Relator talents shine when you 
are around people, so a part-time job that pays 
a little more may not be worth it if it keeps you 
solitary. Instead, look for a job where you can 
connect with people and potentially form close 
friendships with your coworkers.

• How much one-on-one time are you getting with 
the key people in your life? Make sure you have 
the dedicated time and emotional energy to share 
with those who are closest to you. Don’t let the 
demands of college and other commitments 
make you miss opportunities to show your friends 
that you care. A genuine friendship will endure 
over time.

• Establish various lines of communication with 
friends in your classes — verbal, text, email — 
and help each other with lectures, notes and 
assignments when one of you has to miss class.

• Get to know the professors, counselors and 
advisers who take an interest in you. Their 
involvement in your college experience will 
help you feel like you belong and stimulate 
your intellectual development as well as your 
academic achievement.

• As a strong Relator, you may get and give more 
love and friendship than most. Tell people that 
your relationship with them makes you happy. 
Show them that you care about the quality of their 
lives by extending compassion, thoughtfulness 
and interest in their core values.

• Be a mentor, and find a mentor. You enjoy learning 
about the people you meet, understanding them 
and forming genuine bonds. So as a mentor, you 
will offer sincere and caring guidance. And when 
you are looking for a mentor, consider someone 
with strong Belief talents who can help you 
connect with others based on common values.

• You are a giver, not a taker. But sometimes, you 
need to recharge your own battery. Identify close 
friends you can trust and open up to during 
troubling times, and lean on them for the support 
you need. To have the energy to help others who 
look to you for deep and genuine friendship, you 
have to take care of your needs first.

• Consider doing justice-based and humanitarian 
work that you can rally your close friends to be a 
part of as well. You will strengthen your friendships 
by working together toward a meaningful 
common goal.

• Try to socialize outside of your classes or 
regular group or club meetings sometimes. 
Meet new friends for lunch or coffee, or walk to 
class together. You might find opportunities for 
lasting relationships when you look outside your 
comfort zone.

• Research prospective groups before you agree 
to volunteer to their cause. You will not do well in 
an overly formal environment that discourages 
friendships. Find out what an organization’s 
culture is like before you commit to joining. 
Remember this when you choose a career as 
well. Look for company cultures that value in-
depth, meaningful relationships.
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Responsibility Action Items

• What does it mean to be a responsible college 
student? Make a list of times in the past when your 
hard work and commitments in school paid off and 
made you successful. Use your past academic 
achievement to create a standard for yourself, and 
work toward it gradually, one step at a time. Your 
Responsibility talents will prompt you to fulfill what 
you promised yourself you would do.

• Make an appointment with a career counselor to 
talk about how to begin planning for your career. 
The resulting sense of psychological ownership 
will engage you in the process and energize you to 
follow through.

• You thrive in environments that focus on 
outcomes. Explore different internships that 
emphasize and reward results over processes 
and procedures.

• Ask your friends and family what “doing the right 
thing” means to them. You might be surprised at 
their answers, which will reveal glimmers of their 
talents. You’ll also hear the unspoken assumptions 
and expectations people have of you, which 
is invaluable because you never want to let 
anyone down.

• Develop partnerships with friends or classmates 
who have strong Relator talents. They can point 
out when your commitments are causing you to 
neglect those who mean the most to you.

• You win others over by following through with 
your commitments. People rely on you because 
they know you will complete a project — and do it 
right. Volunteer to be the one in your study group, 
fraternity or sorority, or residence hall to take 
ownership for quality and for making sure your 
group’s initiatives get done on time and on budget.

• Find mentors or classmates who have powerful 
Positivity talents. These partners can help you 
lighten up when you feel like you have the weight of 
the world on your shoulders.

• Look for classmates or people in your residence 
hall who also have the Responsibility theme in 
their top five. You will flourish in relationships 
with friends who share your determination to get 
things done.

• Find a workout buddy who is especially talented 
in Discipline or Focus. This person can help you 
stay on track with your exercise routine and 
prevent you from becoming overloaded with 
other commitments.

• Have you considered running for student 
government? You may feel that if you can make 
things better, you should make things better. 
Student government is a good way to improve 
your whole school. But it is also a huge time 
commitment. If you run, make sure that you have 
enough time to give it your all — without hurting 
your other responsibilities or your personal life.

• Students who don’t have strong Responsibility 
talents might be difficult for you to cope with; 
you may feel like they don’t take school as 
seriously as they should. But remember, everyone 
has strengths that a group needs. People with 
Harmony talents may skip class or your study 
group meetings, but when they do show up, you 
get more done with less conflict.

• Keep in mind that you can help others while still 
keeping the promises you have made to yourself. 
Your personal commitments are no less important 
than your friends’ requests for help. Give yourself 
permission to say no sometimes.

• Figure out how much time you can realistically 
devote to clubs and activities and what your 
priorities are. Saying yes too quickly when new 
opportunities come your way might mean you 
have to say no to something else.

• Building trusting relationships with others is 
important to you, so choose environments 
in which you can surround yourself with 
dependable, trustworthy people. When selecting 
a team to join, be sure the other members will 
uphold their end to ensure the team’s success.
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Restorative Action Items

• Think about school as a way to improve yourself. 
Cultivating your skills and knowledge might 
increase your motivation to find solutions, 
particularly when you reflect on your progress.

• When you get a test back, review the questions 
you missed. Try studying every test question you 
didn’t answer correctly to determine recurring gaps 
in your knowledge. Then figure out how to fix the 
problem. But don’t get so focused on what was 
wrong that you forget to celebrate the questions 
you got right.

• Diagnosing problems and designing solutions 
can make your Restorative talents flourish. Meet 
with your academic adviser to find courses 
or internships that require troubleshooting 
and analysis.

• If you had the opportunity to change one thing 
for the better, what would it be and how would 
you go about changing it? Share this thought-
provoking question with your friends, professors 
and classmates.

• Ask faculty and staff if there are any lost university 
traditions that would benefit your school now. 
Consider having an alumni reunion to learn about 
the customs or rituals of your college that have 
disappeared — and why. How could you bring them 
back to life for today’s students?

• Be careful not to get stuck focusing on what’s 
wrong with your relationships. Make sure your 
friends and roommates don’t think that flaws and 
shortcomings are all you can see.

• Do your friends and family know about your 
passion for working through problems? If not, 
tell them. Offer to help them think through their 
difficulties. Your natural ability to fix problems is 
not natural for everyone. You might be a powerful 
partner they didn’t even know they had.

• Your strong Restorative talents might make you 
overly critical of yourself sometimes. Give yourself 
a break. When you get frustrated trying to solve a 
problem, look for a mentor or friends with strong 
Ideation talents. These partners can add an 
element of creativity and help you think of other 
ways to handle a stressful situation.

• Use your Restorative talents not only to tackle 
existing problems but also to anticipate and 
prevent problems before they occur. For 
example, share your foresight and your solutions 
for potential student debt issues with your 
roommates and friends. You will prove yourself to 
be a valuable partner.

• Turnaround situations activate your natural forte. 
Use your Restorative talents to devise a plan of 
attack to revitalize your own or a friend’s health 
by researching nutritious diets and developing a 
workout plan.

• You define yourself by your ability to cope, but 
if you can’t solve a particular problem, don’t feel 
defeated. Look to your support system to help 
you through roadblocks, and explore counseling 
services on campus.

• Volunteer with an organization that needs 
someone to breathe new life into its work. 
Intervening and restoring vitality is what you 
do best.

• Consider getting involved in local revitalization 
projects. Many communities have neighborhood 
improvement associations that work with 
local governments and universities to improve 
historical districts. They need researchers, 
carpenters, historians, fundraisers, college 
liaisons — a host of roles that would allow you to 
apply your talents on a larger scale.
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Self-Assurance Action Items

• Life involves its share of disappointments and 
crises. Rely on your capacity to bounce back fast 
from setbacks. Help your friends and family who 
might not be as confident or certain as you are 
when they are going through tough times.

• Seek out internships in organizations that make 
you feel even more confident when you walk in the 
door. Your Self-Assurance talents, especially when 
combined with Command or Activator talents, can 
be extremely contagious. An organization that 
makes you feel confident and focused will make 
others feel confident and focused too.

• What are three ambitious goals you would like 
to achieve before completing your degree or 
certification? Go for the goals that may seem 
impractical and impossible to others but that 
are merely bold and exciting to you and — most 
importantly — achievable with some heroics.

• Get to know your professors and teaching 
assistants and what they expect from students 
in their classes. You are confident about your 
individual learning style, and by understanding 
their expectations, you can align your approaches 
with their goals for you. This will help you stay in 
control of your education.

• Once you set your sights on a goal, you are 
likely to stay with it until you achieve it. Seek out 
a mentor with strong Strategic, Deliberative or 
Futuristic talents. This person can look at the 
goals you commit to with a different perspective 
and help you decide if they are in your 
best interests.

• Help your friends set ambitious goals — they 
may not dream as big as you do. They might just 
need a push. Support them by believing in them. 
Your ability to take risks with certainty and your 
confidence can be contagious.

• Ask someone whose opinion you trust and 
respect to be your mentor. Everyone needs a 
mentor, and you might need one more than most. 
While you may think you are always right, nobody 
is right all the time. And second-guessing your 
decisions isn’t something you do automatically. 
Good mentors will tell you when you’re off track, 

and if you respect them and they respect you, 
you will listen to their guidance.

• How do you cope with mental stress? While 
confidence is the norm for you, when something 
shakes your sense of security, you feel it more 
intensely than others do — though you’ll likely 
get through it faster than they will. When you’re 
thrown off balance, look for campus resources and 
advisers that can help you get your mojo back.

• Join clubs that will stretch your talents and 
broaden your horizons. Dare to tackle the 
unfamiliar. You have the confidence to try new 
things. Invite some friends to take this journey 
with you.

• Consider a semester abroad. Your Self-Assurance 
talents will help you maneuver through a culture 
that is quite different from your own.

• Because of your Self-Assurance talents, you will 
probably be confident and comfortable in a variety 
of jobs and volunteer opportunities. Try out several 
different roles. Which ones seem most natural 
to you?

• Prominent or critical projects that might intimidate 
others seem to bring out your best. Research 
community initiatives online, and see what 
substantial projects are in the works. Find out how 
you can get involved in the initiatives that interest 
you most.

• Interview successful people in careers that align 
with your passions. Ask them what they find most 
rewarding about their work and what activities 
they participated in while they were in school. 
While you are likely confident in your own career 
path, hearing from others who found success can 
reinforce that you are on the right track.
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Significance Action Items

• Create a list of goals that will bring you satisfaction 
personally and academically. Then consider how 
your studies can help you reach those goals. Find 
people in your support system who can help you 
cultivate a reputation for excellence in the areas 
that matter to you most.

• Meet with your academic adviser to help you 
choose classes that allow independence, are 
relevant to your goals and desires, and in which 
you can be highly successful. You will thrive 
in courses where you have the autonomy to 
be exceptional.

• Take a leadership role in a study group, and 
choose to study with other ambitious classmates. 
As the leader, you will be at the forefront of the 
group and responsible for determining the best 
way to master the coursework.

• Identify the specific talents you will use to 
make an extraordinary contribution in your 
classes, campus clubs or internships. Create 
opportunities to stand out and show others the 
confidence you have in your strengths.

• Significant people do significant things. Imagine 
the legacy you want to leave. Picture yourself at 
retirement, looking back on a life that made the 
world a better place. What steps can you take now 
to make that future vision a reality?

• Leading crucial teams or significant projects 
brings out your best. You might be most motivated 
when the stakes are at their highest. Let others 
know that when the game is on the line, you want 
the ball. Your confidence to take big risks and 
carry the responsibility on your shoulders will 
comfort them.

• What makes you most proud of your friends and 
family members? Tell them. They will appreciate 
the positive recognition and attention, and you 
will feed your Significance talents through your 
association with them.

• The next time you’re hanging out with friends, use 
five words to describe them, and ask them for five 
words that describe you. Knowing how others see 
you will help you maintain top-of-mind awareness 
of your talents and build your confidence.

• Are there alumni or professors you admire for 
their success? What do they have in common? 
Network with people whom you aspire to emulate. 
Ask them about the choices they made, what 
they find rewarding about the work they do and 
the risks they took to get where they are today. 
Ask them for practical advice and feedback about 
your own goals and strategies to determine if they 
think you’re on the right path to success.

• You are independent and prioritize projects based 
on the level of influence they will have on the 
people around you. Look for clubs on campus 
where you can make the biggest impact. Define 
measurable goals that will show how you helped 
improve the organization.

• Make a list of goals, achievements and 
qualifications you crave, and post them where 
you will see them every day. Use this list to inspire 
yourself. What can you become involved in today 
that would be beneficial to have on your résumé?

• You will perform best when your performance 
is visible. Look for opportunities that put you on 
center stage. Stay away from roles that hide you 
behind the scenes.

• What can you do on campus that will help you 
stand out or become well-known? Consider 
running for student government, taking a 
leadership position in an extracurricular club, 
giving public speeches or volunteering to direct a 
community service project.
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Strategic Action Items

• Make full use of your Strategic talents by 
scheduling time to carefully think about a goal you 
want to achieve and the path you will take to reach 
it. Remember that time to contemplate is essential 
to strategic thinking.

• Initiate conversations about school logistics 
with other students. They, like you, need to 
figure out which classes to take and when, 
how to satisfy all the competing pressures of 
different assignments, and even the shortest 
routes between buildings. You will thrive in 
discussions like this, and you can make a huge 
difference by helping people who have less talent 
for strategizing.

• When you are looking for internships, play out 
different scenarios in your mind to help you decide 
which ones to explore further. List the various 
possible paths so you can give careful thought to 
each one.

• Picture yourself in a career you love. What are you 
doing? How did you get there? Working backward 
from your goal — and planning and refining your 
path — can inspire you and give you clarity about 
the future.

• Ask your roommates what goals they have 
achieved recently. How did they choose the route 
they took to achieve those goals? Think through 
and discuss with them the many options they had 
and the outcomes of their choices.

• Apply your natural “what if” thinking to help your 
friends and roommates arrive at their decisions. 
You naturally see alternatives more readily than 
others do. When your friends are stuck, share your 
insights and talk about the different options or 
paths they can take.

• You can figure out patterns and obstacles quickly, 
but when you’re in class, you may struggle to 
explain what you see. What is so obvious to you 
might be invisible to others. Partner with someone 
with strong Communication or Individualization 
talents to help you articulate the steps you 
see so your classmates can understand what 
you’re thinking.

• Seek out mentors with strong Achiever or 
Activator talents. While you can see the best path, 
they can make sure you get going and arrive at 
the destination.

• Partner with friends and classmates who have 
powerful Ideation talents to talk about all the 
alternative directions you see. These brainstorming 
sessions can help you become even better at 
anticipating and will inspire your strategic thinking.

• You have probably already thought of multiple 
paths you can take to receive your degree. To save 
money and reduce your overall student debt, meet 
with your academic adviser to see if there are any 
courses you do not need or that satisfy more than 
one area of your degree completion criteria.

• What are some real-world issues or needs that 
you can strategize with others about? Use your 
strategic thinking talents to be a powerful force for 
a good cause.

• Your ability to create new programs and generate 
multiple alternatives will be an asset to any 
organization you join. Before you interview for an 
internship or job, ask your professors and friends 
for feedback about how they see your talents best 
put to use.

• Is there an intramural sport or activity you would 
like to try? Consider joining athletic or other 
campus clubs that require a lot of strategy. 
Your talents for problem-solving and reaching 
the best conclusions could be quite useful in a 
competitive environment.
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Woo Action Items

• Whatever you are doing, keep yourself involved 
with people. Study in places where there are other 
students around, like the common area in your 
residence hall or an off-campus coffee shop. 
Balance your academics with extracurricular 
activities so you have plenty of social time.

• Make a connection between what you are reading 
in your classes and people you have met. Because 
people fascinate you, when you associate them 
with your coursework, you are more likely to get 
involved in the reading and less likely to become 
bored — and you will better retain what you read.

• Try to meet professors before choosing your 
classes. Do they have open classroom discussions 
or group assignments? Ask other students about 
particular professors to make sure their style is the 
right fit for you. Your talents will flourish in classes 
where you can talk and work with other students.

• Introduce yourself to a lot of people in a wide 
variety of jobs. Broad exposure will give you 
a better idea of possible careers, and it could 
provide you with important professional and social 
connections for the future.

• You quicken the pulse of your surroundings. 
Recognize the power of your presence and 
of your Woo talents to open the door for an 
exchange of ideas in your classes or clubs. By 
simply starting conversations that engage others 
and bring talented people together, you can take 
performance up a notch — or several.

• Introduce some of the many people you know to 
your roommates and friends. They might enjoy 
getting to know a variety of other students as 
much as you do. And meeting new people might 
encourage your roommates and friends to work 
on their own social networks.

• You win friends and fans wherever you go, and 
that’s a good thing. But remember that you’ve got 
lots of other talents and qualities that your Woo 
talents can outshine if you let them. Own all your 
talents and strengths, and be mindful about giving 
them the space and attention they deserve.

• When you need to develop contacts into long-
lasting relationships, find friends with strong 
Empathy or Relator talents. They can help you 
adjust your typical pattern of meet, win over 
and move on to the next person so that you can 
invest the time and consideration that long-term 
friendships require.

• If you’re looking for a part-time job, gravitate 
toward companies on or off campus that employ 
and serve students. Working at a business where 
other students are your coworkers and customers 
will allow you to meet more people you go to 
school with. Or use your Woo talents to persuade a 
business to give you a paid internship.

• What are your values? People with Woo are natural 
campaigners. Campaign for people and causes 
around your community that align with your values.

• Attend rush week activities to see if there’s a 
fraternity or sorority you’d like to join. Whether 
or not you decide to pledge, rush is a great 
opportunity to network and meet lots of people 
who could become lifelong friends.

• Have you ever thought about running for an 
elected office? With exceptional Woo talents, 
you can quickly connect with people and make 
a positive first impression. Invite friends and 
classmates to help with your campaign.

• Consider becoming an orientation leader on 
campus. You will enjoy meeting newcomers 
and visitors and helping get people connected 
right away.


